Answer Key

Answer Key

P. 9

B.

P. 6

1. monkey, church, apple
2. Harry, London, Italian
3. sorrow, liberty
4. family, audience

P. 16

1. has

2. eats

3. are

4. run

1. Milk is good for you.

5. has

6. has

2. Old people have wisdom to use in life.

A.

C.

1. must

2. are

3. My sister doesn’t like spiders.

1. themselves

2. none

3. Would

4. should

4. Water is important in everyday life.

3. anything

4. anywhere

5. seems

6. was

5. The best soccer team is Brazil.

5. Some

6. All

7. went

8. is

9. turned

10. proved

6. Tammy has long hair.

5. bread, money

B.

P. 13

1. came

2. attended

3. went

4. saw

1. The man looked at himself in the mirror.

5. enter

6. Wait

1. subject

2. Your dog is white, and hers is black.

7. arrived

8. told

2. object of preposition

3. Both of them eat fish.

9. talk

10. take

3. subject complement

4. I want to know its name.

4. object

5. All the students study hard before their exams.

5. subject

6. Something was wrong, so I called my parents.

P. 7
(1) at school
(5) a lie

6. subject complement

(2) math

(6) in the corner

(3) by my teacher
(7) time

(4) homework

(8) future

(9) family

P. 10

P. 17

1. His voice sounds strange.

7. object

2. Mary lives with her brother.

8. object of preposition
P. 8

1. me, mine

2. we, our

3. your, yours

4. his, his

5. she, herself

6. them, themselves

(1) Few

(2) something

(6) One

(7) Anybody

(3) it

(4) everybody

(8) nothing

(5) Nobody

3. I had a birthday party.
4. The sun rises in the east.
5. I responded to his email as soon as I got it.
6. They went to the hall.

A.

P. 11

1. proper

2. abstract

3. proper

4. common

5. collective

6. material

P. 14
(1) is
1. Jane has three daughters. One is five years old, another is
seven years old, and the other is ten years old.

B.

1. helping

2. linking

2. Mary has two teddy bears. Both of them are brown.

3. action

4. helping

2. object of preposition

3. Can I have something to drink?

5. linking

6. action

3. object

4. Several weeks have passed.

4. subject complement

5. Each country has its own flag.

5. object of preposition

6. Everybody likes my idea about the book.

6. object

7. Many cookies were left even though I had a lot.

1. ③

2. ③

3. ①

4. ③

5. ①

6. ③

7. ③

2

8. ②

P. 12

(7) take

(4) attaches to

(5) come into

(8) see

P. 15
P. 18
1. intransitive

2. intransitive

3. intransitive

4. transitive

1. youngest

5. intransitive

6. transitive

2. larger

7. transitive
A.

(3) can

(6) worried about

1. subject

C.

(2) seem

3. more expensive, most expensive
4. funnier, funniest

1. It

2. her

5. more, most

3. they

4. herself

6. bigger, biggest

5. themselves

6. me

7. prettier, prettiest

3

P. 19
P. 22

5. I sent a letter to him. / I sent him a letter.

G.

6. His behavior seems strange.

41. my

42. Its

43. looks

44. me

45. it

46. one

47. runner

48. faster

49. hard

50. win

1. I like Kathy because she’s always happy.
2. You’re so lucky to have a nice sister.
3. They worked very hard to make that much money.
4. Fortunately, I got into a good college.
5. Sam is a fast runner. He can run very fast.
6. Children are noisy. They always shout too noisily.
7. Don’t talk loudly in public places.

1. verb

2. subject complement

3. object

4. verb

5. object

6. subject complement

7. verb

8. subject complement

P. 23

(1) Pattern Ⅱ

(4) Pattern Ⅳ

(5) Pattern Ⅲ

A.

A.
1. You must talk quietly in the library.
2. It’s raining heavily.

1. DO

2. OC

3. IO

4. DO

5. DO

6. OC

P. 24

3. Mr. Kim swims really well.

/
1. ○

2. a

/
3. ○

4. ○
/

5. an
B.
6. my

7. herself

8. its

9. his

4. They usually eat ice cream after dinner.

10. us

5. We believe what he said yesterday.

A.

C.

6. It’s too early to say that it’s impossible.

1. Get me some water.

B.

2. I am going to the library.

1. great

2. slow

3. early

3. Many people eat too much meat.

4. more important

4. My parents always call me Sweetie.

5. the longest

6. thicker

5. My son will be a pianist.

7. the youngest

8. shorter

6. My grandma told a story to me.

C.

B.
2. more economically

1. OC

2. DO

3. the clearest

4. the highest

3. OC

4. SC

5. the earliest

6. easier

5. IO

6. IO

7. OC
P. 21

8. OC

C.

1. Kate is always kind.
2. Mr. Bingley was more popular than Mr. Jones.
3. He was hurt severely.
4. She’s the smartest student in my school.

1. to

2. to

3. for

4. of

(2) easy

(3) good

(6) cheaper (7) However

(4) fast

(8) always

(5) more convenient

1. flies

2. don’t live

3. catches

4. shines

5. don’t remember

6. loves

P. 29

11. ①

12. ①

13. ③

14. ③

15. ②
D.

1. is taking

2. is cooking

3. are leaving

4. are building

5. is not sleeping

6. is getting

16. ③

17. ②

18. ②

19. ③

P. 30

21. ③

22. ①

A.

23. ③

24. ②

1. gets

2. is taking

25. ③

26. ①

3. Does

4. is not listening

27. ②

28. ③

5. Is he talking

6. doesn’t love

29. ②

30. ①

B.

E.

F.

1. Are, staying

2. want

31. We didn’t enjoy ourselves at the party last night.

3. is studying

4. is not working

32. She looks happy this morning.

5. doesn’t smoke

6. cooks

33. We should always be nice to our neighbors.

7. am not having

8. opens

34. August is hotter than July.

C.

35. Jack takes care of them during the holiday.

1. She is making lunch now.

1. It makes me nervous.

36. There was not much orange juice in the bottle.

2. They travel to London every week.

2. They walked to/into the library.

37. I watched a very funny movie on TV.

3. Where are you going tonight?

3. Mom bought an ice cream cone for me. / Mom bought me an

38. Ron wants to go to Paris to study French.

4. We are moving next week.

39. Rick made his teacher angry yesterday.

5. I never watch horror movies.

40. Each student has to wear a name tag.

6. I usually take the bus to school.

5. to

6. for

P. 25

5. Harry often goes hiking on Sunday.
6. We’re in a very difficult situation now.

P. 28

20. ②

1. more popular

4

(3) Pattern Ⅴ

P. 26

P. 20

(1) new

(2) Pattern Ⅰ

ice cream cone.
4. We elected John chairman.

5

P. 31

5. ended

6. were singing

5. are going to drop

7. was standing

8. was walking

B.

9. parked

10. was looking

1. does this train get

1. My sister Charlotte loves burgers.
2. Look over there. The baby is crying.

P. 35

3. Water freezes at 0℃.

6. will carry

13. driven

14. wanted

15. cut

16. thought

2. Are you doing

17. put

18. read

3. am not going to use

4. is getting

19. run

20. played

5. are going

6. am meeting
P. 42

C.

4. Mr. Kimble has a sports car.

1. Will, do

2. am going to make

5. Usually, I don’t eat fish.

1. I got up, brushed my teeth, and went to school.

3. Will, go

4. will do

6. The bread tastes too salty.

2. While I was going home, I ran into Mr. Lee.

5. am going to buy

6. will have

A.

3. I took a walk yesterday morning.
4. When I met Darren, I was waiting for the bus.
(1) am having

(2) feel

(6) Do you have

(3) am attending

(4) play

(7) is standing

(5) want

P. 39

5. My dad was working in the garage when I called him.
6. She cried while she was reading the book.

(1) was doing

(2) was waiting

(5) were sleeping

(6) heard

(3) was
(7) went

(10) was not sitting
P. 32

2. has lived

3. have not had

4. Has he written

5. have you visited

6. have known

B.

(4) was talking
(8) hung

1. has kept

(9) rang

1. Susan will buy the tickets for the concert.

1. has gone

2. Have, read

2. I’m going to study hard to prepare for my exams.

3. have stayed

4. has taken

3. The show starts at 9 o’clock.

5. have seen

6. has made

4. I’m going to travel to New York someday.

C.

5. I’m so sorry. This isn’t going to happen again.

1. Has he already finished his homework?

6. My mom is coming very soon. / My mom will come very soon.

2. They haven’t written five novels.
3. Jenny hasn’t found her lost watch.
4. I have seen her since last winter.

1. finished

2. watched

(1) will travel

3. ate

4. liked

(4) are going to look

(5) are going to have

5. didn’t buy

6. didn’t wear

(7) are going to have

(8) is going to leave

P. 36

(2) will take

(3) are going to go
(6) will taste

5. Haven’t you met many people since you came here?
6. They haven’t seen Thomas for ten years.
P. 43

P. 33

1. was changing

2. was walking

3. was reading

4. was playing

5. Were, writing

6. was wearing

1. will

2. will

3. is going to

4. is going to

1. I have sold winter boots.
2. We have known him for many years.

5. will

3. The violin lesson has already begun.
P. 40

4. Have you ever met a famous person?

P. 37

5. Come on. The movie hasn’t started yet.
P. 34

A.
1. went

2. was not paying

3. were flying

4. was eating

5. paid

6. were waiting

7. met

8. studied

9. went

10. were having

1. P

2. F

3. F

4. F

5. P

6. F

2. hasn’t

3. have

4. haven’t

P. 41

(2) have enjoyed

(5) have eaten (6) have visited

P. 38

1. flown

2. washed

3. taken

4. had

5. written

6. drunk

7. told

8. become

1. Were, doing

2. was taking

1. are going to have

2. will buy

9. given

10. mixed

3. wore

4. was sitting

3. is going to rain

4. am going to be

11. made

12. begun

6

6. We have lived in Rome since last year.

(1) have been

7. P

A.

B.

1. has

(3) has been

(4) have visited

(7) have never seen

7

36. Have you written any poems since you started studying
poetry?

P. 44

(1) has been

(2) since

(3) was

(4) ever (5) have been

2. A picture is drawn by Jason.
3. The murderer was arrested by the police.

37. How are we going to get there? By bus or by taxi?

4. The president’s speech was watched by many people.

38. Mike didn’t answer any of my emails.

5. The light bulb was invented by Edison.

2. hasn’t called

39. She always has a headache in the early morning.

6. America was discovered by Christopher Columbus.

3. have you lived

4. haven’t finished

40. He has never seen such a big elephant in his life.

C.

5. has started

6. have bought

E.

1. ①

2. ②

3. ①

4. ②

(6) has become
1. haven’t come

(7) have explored

(8) hasn’t been

P. 48

41. does

A.
P. 45

1. carrying
2. buys, bought

1. for

2. yet

3. already

4. Since

5. never
P. 46

3. stops, stopped

42. is

43. living

44. worked

45. became

46. going

47. haven’t

48. thinking

49. been

50. had

4. did, done, doing

1. The meeting was organized by Paul.

5. misses, missed, missing

2. Soccer is played in many countries.

6. changes, changed, changing

3. Many soldiers were killed in the war.

7. cooks, cooked, cooked

4. The concert was canceled tonight.

8. cuts, cut, cut, cutting

5. I was raised by my grandparents.

9. cries, cried, cried, crying

6. Many people are paid at the end of the month.

P. 50

A.

10. cleans, cleaned, cleaned, cleaning

1. has always lived

11. swims, swam, swum, swimming

2. Have you ever met

12. follows, followed, followed, following

1. active

2. passive

3. has been a doctor for

B.

3. active

4. passive

4. has already left

13. am watching

5. passive

6. active

5. talked about it with you yet

14. will visit / are going to visit

7. passive

8. passive

6. have never done

15. learned

9. active

10. active

7. have already read

16. have been

8. has been an actor since

17. were shopping

9. haven’t seen her for

18. exercises

10. has been sick since

19. ate

B.

20. has lived

1. The garbage is thrown away by my dad.

(1) changed

(2) learned

(6) was shaken
(9) was given

(3) was told

(7) changed
(10) carried

(4) did

(5) saw

(8) was most changed
(11) was taken (12) loved

(13) brought

P. 51

1. have enjoyed

2. has gone

21. will become

2. The shop is not opened on Sunday.

3. have visited

4. have lost

22. doesn’t enjoy

3. The books are read by many people.

5. have never seen

6. Has, tried

C.

4. The car is driven by Sam.

P. 47

P. 53

23. ①

24. ②

5. The house is cleaned by my mom.

25. ③

26. ②

6. The animals are fed by the zookeeper.

27. ③

28. ②

29. ②

30. ①

1. They came back from London five days ago.

D.

2. Susie bought a new computer last Friday.

31. Robert has gone to Brazil, so we miss him a lot.

3. We’ve lived in Seoul for ten years.

32. Please wait. My boss is talking on the phone right now.

4. I haven’t seen Tammy since yesterday. Have you?

33. I read a wonderful novel on the plane yesterday.

P. 54

1. will be shown

2. was read

3. should be repaired

4. will be finished

5. are grown

6. is read

7. was caught

8. were held

P. 52
P. 55

5. Have you ever had caviar?

34. Jeremy will be fifteen years old next year.

6. I’ve never been to Japan.

35. They were arguing about clothes when I saw them on the
street.

A.
1. are killed

2. is spoken

3. are destroyed

4. is made

5. is taught

6. is served

1. were told

2. was given

3. was bought

B.
1. The door is opened by him.

8

9

P. 56

6. They went to the birthday party, which they enjoyed very much.
7. London, which my sister wants to visit, is the largest city in

P. 58

(1) which/that has

(2) who/that invented

(4) which is renowned

A.
1. was used

2. will be repaired

3. were introduced

4. was signed

5. are loved

6. is made

7. will be constructed

8. were injured

9. will be held

10. is grown

1. which

2. who

3. whose

4. that

5. which

6. that

(6) who managed

(3) which/that was

(5) which manufactured

England.
8. Ted passed the exam, which surprised everybody.

(7) which/that controlled

(8) which designed

P. 65

7. that
1. Yesterday, I ran into a girl who(m)/that I hadn’t seen in ages.

B.

2. Amy, who had lost her purse yesterday, lost her bag this

P. 59

morning.

1. I was given 100 dollars by Mom.
P. 62

2. The post was offered to him by the boss.
3. A bike was bought for me by Dad.

1. live

2. is

4. A difficult question was asked of me by Mr. Lee.

3. is

4. was

5. wants

6. is

7. want

8. decides

5. Some advice will be given to you by June.
6. A letter was sent to him by me.
7. A favor was asked of him by her.

3. Emily had a son, who became an astronaut.
4. Catherine, who speaks Chinese, will be hired at a good
company.

1. Everybody likes Tom, who is kind.

5. He told me some French words which/that I didn’t understand.

2. I met a boy, who told me the wonderful news.
3. We went to the housewarming party, which we liked very much.
4. My grandfather, who is dead now, came from England.

8. A lie was told to me by my neighbor.
9. A cup of tea will be made for me by Mom.

5. I just met Susan, whose husband is in London.

P. 60

6. She’s studying math, which many people dislike.

10. A bunch of flowers were brought to me by him.

1. have

(2) which/that

3. makes

4. want

5. examines

6. speaks

2. The magazine will be published monthly.

7. loves

8. covers

3. The promise should be kept in all circumstances.

9. live

10. came

4. The castle was built in the 14th century.

B.

5. A bike was given to me as a prize.

1. object

2. subject

6. The letter was sent to me by Sam.

3. subject

4. object

5. possessive

6. subject

A.

7. object

8. object

1. which/that

2. which/that

5. exciting, excited

9. object

10. possessive

3. who

4. who

6. disappointing, disappointed

5. which

6. which

7. which

8. who

9. which/that

10. which

(2) were introduced

(5) were served
(9) returned

(6) loved

(10) were cut

(3) enjoyed

(7) were named
(11) sliced

(4) missed

(8) were invented

(12) cooked

(4) which

(5) which

2. was

1. The apples will be picked in fall.

(1) are made

(3) who

(6) which/that

P. 63

A.

P. 57

(1) which/that

P. 61

(13) was ordered
1. I don’t like stories that/which have unhappy endings.
2. I have a friend who used to be a dancer.
3. She’s the girl who(m)/that I want to marry.
4. My neighbor whose name is Sally is a teacher.
5. I’m going to meet some friends who/that love soccer.
6. I know a lady who has beautiful daughters.

1. who

2. that

3. whom

4. that

5. which

6. which

P. 66

1. tiring, tired

P. 64

2. amazing, amazed
3. interesting, interested
4. embarrassing, embarrassed

P. 67

B.
1. My brother, who is a math teacher, is Allen.
2. Ann, who speaks Chinese and Japanese, works as a tour
guide.
3. We stayed at the Hilton Hotel, which Kate recommended to us.

1. interested

2. boring

3. shocked

4. exciting

5. embarrassing

6. boring

7. surprising

8. annoying

4. Anna, whose score on the exam was low, is in a very bad
mood.
5. Ken works for that company, which makes sweets.

10

11

P. 68

7. forgot, forgetting, forgotten

4. She has an apple to eat.

8. found, finding, found

�

�

adverb

P. 76

5. They worked hard to succeed.

9. stole, stealing, stolen
A.

v� adjective

noun

10. saw, seeing, seen

�

noun

�

adjective

v� adverb

1. interesting

2. surprising

11. drove, driving, driven

3. tired

4. interested

12. wrote, writing, written

5. amazed

6. shocked

B.

7. confused

8. amusing

13. which/that

14. who/that

9. tiring

10. depressed

15. which/that

16. which

B.

17. whose

18. who(m)/that

1. too cold to

2. what to do

1. relaxing, relaxed

19. which

20. who/that

3. how to cook

4. enough time to go

2. annoying, annoyed

C.

5. where to have

6. enough chairs to sit

3. terrifying, terrified

21. ③

22. ①

4. disgusting, disgusted

23. ②

24. ③

5. satisfying, satisfied

25. ②

26. ②

6. embarrassed, embarrassing

27. ①

28. ①

6. It is important to stay healthy.

v� noun

D.

8. confusing, confused

29. ②

30. ②

9. depressed, depressing

31. ③

32. ①

10. exhausting, exhausted

33. ②

34. ①

3. She didn’t clean the bathroom, so it’s disgusting.
4. I was excited about her promotion.

�

v� subject

(2) interesting

(3) disappointed

(5) excited

(6) entertained

(7) amazing

v� object

�

subject

�

object

�

�

1. to find

2. to listen

were

37. ①

whose

38. ③

amazing

39. ②

to her

40. ②

held

41. ①

should be done

42. ①

annoyed

43. ①

will be invited

44. ②

which/that

45. ③

exhausted

46. who

47. injured

48. depressed

49. relieved

�

object

3. to learn

4. to spend

5. to stay

6. to meet

�

subject

v� object

(8) interested

1. how to drive

2. how to wrap

3. what to listen

4. what to buy

5. who to invite

6. where to go

subject
subject

1. to go

C.
1. to buy

2. to see

3. too tired to go

4. tall enough to reach

3. They agreed to work together.

�

object

�

object

4. snowing/to snow

5. reading

6. to speak

P. 78

1. stealing

2. watching

3. to learn

4. doing

5. turning

6. reading

7. to become

8. to visit

9. to get

10. to come
2. eating

A.

4. to take

5. to climb

6. lying

4. put, putting, put
5. read, reading, read
6. came, coming, come

12

1. I want to eat a tuna sandwich.
complement

(1) to go

(2) to buy

(5) how to speak

2. To take a train is a good idea.
�

complement

3. eating/to eat

3. getting
�

�

2. helping

1. to stop

object

complement

v� complement

v� object

P. 70

�

�

B.

6. To know myself is difficult.

v� subject

complement

A.

P. 72

3. won, winning, won

�

P. 77

2. It’s safe to stay inside.

v� object

v� complement

P. 75

(4) thrilling

subject

complement

7. I want to be home on the holiday.

B.

36. ①

�

�

4. My dad promised to come home early.

v� subject

5. Please tell me when to stop.

2. spent, spending, spent

complement

5. To take a walk helps you feel better.

4. I don’t know how to manage this month.

1. caught, catching, caught

�

3. My homework is to write a story.

1. I have no idea what to study for the test.
(1) exciting

subject

2. Drinking is not good for your health.

A.

F.

5. Are you interested in taking English classes?

adverb

6. Mary’s hobby is swimming on weekends.

E.

2. The newly published book was disappointing.

1. I would love to go with you.
�

P. 74

35. ②

1. He’s an interesting person, and everybody loves him.

adjective

P. 73

7. fascinating, fascinating

P. 69

�

complement

(3) enough to get

(4) to fly

(6) too hard to get around

(7) to ask

P. 79

(8) to eat

3. My wish is to buy a car.
�

subject

�

object

v� complement

1. Joey loves eating/to eat dessert after meals.

13

2. Why does he keep crying?

P. 83

2. Ken were here

3. Finally, my dad gave up smoking.

P. 90

3. it weren’t very hot today

4. I want to drink soda now.

4. tomorrow wouldn’t come

5. They decided to go home right after school.

1. If you study hard, you will pass the test.

5. you would stop making that noise

A.

6. I enjoyed listening to the radio.

2. I will buy a Mercedes if I make a lot of money.

6. Susan were here

1. whether

2. that

3. if

4. if

5. whether

6. that

7. whether

8. if

9. if

10. that

3. You will be late if you don’t hurry up.
4. If he comes to town, we will have dinner together.

P. 87

5. If you finish on time, we will go to the movies.
(1) eating

(2) to turn

(3) to lock

(4) to catch

(6) being

(7) to leave

(8) being/to be

(5) rushing

(9) being

6. If I am late, my father takes me to school.

(10) being

(1) see

(2) become

(5) will run
(9) are

(3) don’t hurt

(6) are threatened

(4) will never hurt

(7) are caught

(10) will not waste

(8) will crush

1. My brother wishes that he went to college.

B.

2. If she dyed her hair red, she would look completely different.

1. if/whether Cathy is in her room

3. If I didn’t break my leg, I would participate in the contest.

2. that coffee is good for you

4. If you got up earlier, you could catch the train.

3. that all the students will pass the test

5. Sometimes I wish I knew what the future holds.

4. if/whether Sam lives near the park

6. If the weather were better, we would go to the park.

5. that we should follow the traffic rules

P. 80

6. if/whether Ken wants to go to Cambridge University

1. cry

2. boils

(1) won

3. changes

4. doesn’t burn

(5) wouldn’t worry
P. 84

5. exists

(2) would feel

(9) wanted
(13) needed

(3) would quit

(6) would stay

(10) would have

(7) wanted

(11) had

(14) wouldn’t keep

(4) would plan

(16) would win

P. 81
1. had

2. were

3. would build

4. asked
6. would look

1. misses

2. will send

5. would move

3. will call

4. will buy

7. would enjoy

5. takes

6. will play

(8) would buy

(12) would do

(15) had

P. 91

1. I heard that you were sick over the weekend.
2. Mr. Kim said that we should not act badly.
3. Do you think that he doesn’t like the new school?
4. Please tell me whether I can go with you or not.
5. I believe that all men are equal.
6. Check if you turned off the light once again.

P. 88
P. 85

P. 82
1. I know that he will become a president.
A.
1. B

2. G

3. H

4. E

5. F

6. D

7. C

8. A

9. J

10. I

1. were

2. owned

2. He realizes that she caused all the problems.

3. could

4. lived

3. I always hope that everyone lives in peace.

5. didn’t snore

6. were

4. I heard that you were going to study abroad.
5. She thought that he was very polite.

P. 86

(2) that

(3) that

(6) that

(7) if/whether

(4) if/whether

(8) that

(9) that

P. 89

1. cleaning

2. to go

3. to help

4. swimming

1. were

2. felt

5. to leave

6. to cook

2. will go

1. ②

2. ②

4. won’t water

4. would buy

8. smoking

3. will wash

3. knew

7. opening

3. ②

4. ②

6. were

10. to buy

6. won’t move

5. would sail

9. to have

5. will look

5. ②

6. ③

8. won’t pass

7. took

8. had

B.

7. get

7. ③

9. will keep

10. find

9. listened

10. would walk

1. I could drive
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(10) if/whether

P. 92

1. will receive

B.

(5) if/whether

A.

A.

B.

(1) that

11. whether

12. that

13. that

14. whether

15. that

16. if

15

C.

13. ③

14. ③

17. ②

18. ③

15. ①

16. ③

19. ②

20. ①

17. ②

18. ②

21. ①

22. ②

19. ③

20. ①

D.

C.

23. ②

24. ③

21. ③

22. ①

25. ①

26. ①

23. ③

24. ①

27. ①

28. ①

25. ③

26. ②

29. ③

30. ②

27. ①

28. ③

E.

29. ②

30. ③

31. If he comes home tomorrow, he will call us.

D.

32. We are wondering if/whether he lives in this neighborhood.

31. I’m lonely. I don’t have anyone to talk to these days.

33. I think that Einstein was a great scientist.

32. He will always wait for your return.

34. Do you mind lending your cell phone to me?

33. If he heard this news, he would be happy.

35. I think that I missed my last train to Boston.

34. They showed us their souvenirs from Italy. / They showed
their souvenirs from Italy to us.

36. If you take this medicine three times a day, you will get

35. My friend Jessica is going to move to another city soon.

better soon.
37. If he joined our soccer team, we would be able to win the
game.

36. Andy is braver than his other three brothers.
37. A new stadium will be built at the end of this year.

38. I forgot to bring an umbrella, so I got wet from the rain.

38. I decided to take part in the competition.

39. If he locked the door, he wouldn’t get robbed.

39. I wonder if/whether this canned food is for dogs.

40. I wish I were ten years old again now.

40. He always avoids looking people in their eyes.

F.

E.

41. were

42. would

41. (C)

43. to make

44. how

43. (D)

44. (D)

45. will

46. whether

45. (A)

46. (C)

47. that

48. what

47. (D)

48. (A)

49. go

50. will

49. (D)

50. (B)

Final Test
A.
1. goes, went, gone
2. has, had, had
3. wears, wore, worn
4. closes, closed, closed
5. sleeps, slept, slept
6. drinks, drank, drunk
7. calls, called, called
8. makes, made, made
9. breaks, broke, broken
10. wins, won, won
B.
11. ①
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12. ②

42. (B)

